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Figure 6. Integrated prograde Galactic orbit of VVV 1256−6202 over a period from 1 Gyr before (dashed line) to 1 Gyr after (solid line) current epoch (black
dot). The top left panel shows the projected orbit in the plane of the Galaxy [X, Y]. The top right panel shows the projected orbit perpendicular to the Galactic
disc and in the radial direction [R, Z]. The darker and lighter grey shaded areas in top panels indicate the Galactic bulge and spiral arms. The bottom panels
show the time evolution of the orbit in galactocentric cylindrical coordinates [R, Z].

and a diameter of 48 kpc. However, we still cannot completely trust
its past and future orbit calculated based on its current kinematics
and location. Because once every ∼0.25 Gyr, VVV 1256−6202
passes through the Galactic bulge and spiral arms which are the
densest areas of stars in the Milky Way, it could have gravitational
interactions with field stars that are passing by. Fortunately, it has
very high relative velocity from field stars (e.g. ∼360 km s−1

compared to ∼20 km s−1 for field stars in the solar neighbourhood)
that reduces the duration of possible perturbations by field stars of
the order of a magnitude. Moreover, the closer VVV 1256−6202 is
to the Galactic centre the faster it moves. VVV 1256−6202 spends
about two-thirds of its time further out of the stellar disc from the
Galactic centre (>15 kpc).

VVV 1256−6202 is most likely a halo member according to
kinematics statistics. However, we cannot rule out the possibility
that it was ejected from the Galactic bulge which also contains
metal-poor stars, because the orbit of VVV 1256−6202 is almost in
the radial direction of the Milky Way and passes through the bulge.
We note that the current total space velocity of VVV 1256−6202
is around half of that of known hypervelocity stars which are also
much more massive.

4 C O N C L U S I O N

We presented a new X-shooter spectrum of VVV 1256−6202
discovered with the VVV survey and re-classified it as an sdL3
subdwarf. It has the strongest TiO absorption band at around 850
nm among known L subdwarfs. The strength of the 850-nm TiO
absorption band is not a monotonous function of metallicity, it is
strengthening from dL to sdL subclass and then weakening from
sdL to esdL and usdL subclass.

The BT-Dusty model spectral fitting shows that VVV 1256−6202
has Teff = 2220 ± 100 K and [Fe/H] = −0.9 ± 0.2 that place it
at around the stellar/substellar boundary in the Teff versus [Fe/H]
space. Its i − J versus J − K colours suggest that it is likely a T-BD
just below the stellar/substellar boundary.

We calculated the U, V, W space velocity of VVV 1256−6202
based on its RV measured from its X-shooter spectrum and Gaia
astrometry. The kinematics shows that VVV 1256−6202 is a
member of the Galactic halo. There are only three known L
subdwarfs in the sdL subclass who have halo kinematics including
VVV 1256−6202, SD1333, and UL0212.

VVV 1256−6202 has unusually flat Galactic orbit. The thickness
of its prograde orbit is similar to that of stellar disc (∼600 pc). Its
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Figure 15. The i � J vs. J � K colors of L subdwarfs. Green open circles, red hexagons, blue circles and black diamonds represent
dL, sdL, esdL and usdL populations, respectively. Error bars are smaller than the symbol size for some objects. Grey dots are 5000
point sources selected from a 10 deg2 area of ULAS-SDSS-PS1-WISE sky with 14 < J < 16, which represents the main sequence and
have majority spectral types of FGK and M0–M4. The broken dashed line indicates an empirical stellar–substellar boundary (Paper II).
The i-band magnitudes of UL2307 and two least-massive stars (five-pointed stars filled with magenta) in the local field (Dieterich et al.
2014) are converted from iP1 with equation 4. We converted 2MASS magnitudes to MKO magnitudes for L subdwarfs not observed in
UKIDSS. The blue open circle indicates 2M0616 with estimated i � J colour. The BT-Dusty model grid with log g = 5.5 are plotted
for comparison (with Te↵ and [Fe/H] indicated). M and L subtypes are marked at corresponding locations by their average colours.
UL2332+12 AB (magenta open square) and SD1331 (magenta open pentagon) are joined by a magenta dashed line (see Section 3.4).

Figure 16. The z � J vs. J � H (left) and J � W2 vs. J � K (right) colour–colour plots of L subdwarfs. Symbols are as described in
Fig. 15, except magenta open squares represent T dwarfs.
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Figure 9. Optical and NIR spectra of L4, L6, and L7 dwarfs/subdwarfs with different subclasses. Spectra have been normalized at 0.89 µm. The spectrum of
2M0532 at 1.008–1.153 µm wavelength is missing. The best-fitting BT-Settl model spectrum of 2M0532 (Teff = 1600 K, [Fe/H] = −1.6, and log g = 5.25)
is plotted to fill the gap (in magenta).

SDSS spectrum in Zhang et al. (2012). Our new OSIRIS spectrum
of SD1333 has a much better SNR (∼150) and is very similar to the
spectra of L0.5–L1 types. However, it has also somewhat stronger
CaH and TiO absorption bands, very weak 0.8 µm VO absorption,
and largely suppressed NIR photometric flux points (Fig. 11). We
thus re-classify SD1333 as sdL1. Kirkpatrick et al. (2016) also
obtained a new optical spectrum of SD1333 and classified it as
sdL0. Within the sdL subclass, SD1347 is relatively metal-rich and
SD1333 is relative metal-poor, according to the strength of their
0.8 µm VO bands. Following the same strategy as for SD1347 and

SD1333, we classify 2M0041, WI0014, and UL1244 as sdL0.5,
esdL0, and esdL0.5, respectively (see Figs 4 and 11).

Table 3 presents a note summary of the spectral characteristics
of the L subdwarf metallicity subclasses that we have used to make
our classifications.

4.3 Spectral type of other known L subdwarfs

We have re-examined spectral types and subclasses of some known
L subdwarfs: 2M0532 (esdL7), 2M0616 (esdL6), 2M1626 (usdL4),
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Figure 9. Spectral type, metallicity, CaH2+ CaH3, TiO5, and ζ CaH/TiO indices of Gaia J0452−36AB, and M and L subdwarfs with known metallicities.
The spectral indices of Gaia J0452−36B (blue open square) are measured from its low S/N spectrum thus have large uncertainty. UL1114 have the same
spectral type and metallicity as Gaia J0452−36B thus is used as a replacement. The distance between Gaia J0452−36B and UL1114 roughly shown the
index uncertainty of Gaia J0452−36B. Gaia J0452−36A and UL1114 are highlighted with magenta squares. Diamonds are M0–3 dwarfs/subdwarfs with
measured [Fe/H] (Woolf & Wallerstein 2005, 2006; Woolf, Lépine & Wallerstein 2009). [Fe/H] of the rest M and L subdwarfs are from model spectral
fittings (Pavlenko et al. 2015, Primeval I, Primeval II, Primeval III, Primeval V; This paper). Objects with known [Fe/H] estimated from BT-Settl models
and measured ζCaH/TiO index (see Table 3) are highlighted with open circles. Note that two pairs of them have the same spectral type and [Fe/H] thus are
overlapped in panel (a). Objects in esd and usd subclasses with measured spectral indices are joined separately with dashed lines in the order of spectral types.
This formed two metallicity trace lines along spectral types. The red, blue, and black dotted lines in panel (a) indicate the boundaries between sd, esd, and usd
subclasses of UCSDs (Primeval I). A green dashed line in panel (a) indicates an empirical boundary between very low-mass stars and T-BDs (Primeval II).
The red, blue, and black solid lines in panels (b–d) indicate boundaries between dM, sdM, esdM, and usdM defined by ζCaH/TiO = 0.825, 0.5, and 0.2,
respectively (Lépine et al. 2007). The dotted lines in panel (d) are for ζCaH/TiO = 0.825, 0.5, and 0.2 defined in Lépine et al. (2013). The green solid and
dotted lines indicate the red dwarf sequence (ζCaH/TiO = 1). The cyan line and shaded area in panel (b) are the polynomial fit and fitting rms of these M0–3
dwarfs/subdwarfs (equation 19). The [Fe/H] boundaries between M0–3 subclasses of Lépine et al. (2007) are indicated with red, blue, and black solid lines
in panels (a) which are derived from panel (b). The green, red, and blue open circles in panel (c) are M dwarfs, and sdM and esdM subdwarfs classified by
Gizis (1997).
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